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At 8:40am, a medical student named Derek enters the doc- as a faint diastolic murmur, and computed the estimated
DO
tor’s office on the Enhanced Recovery post-op ward and functional improvement.
sat down by a computer. Two of the foundation doctors,
As Mr Powell was medically fit for discharge, they
Amir and Sarah, looked up to acknowledge his presence just needed to ensure that his Shared Care Plan had been
before continuing their preparation for the imminent ward- approved by all parties. They checked on the computer
round. Derek was feeling pro-active so he grabbed the - the GP had seen and approved it that morning but they
office’s VR headset and looked up which operations were were just waiting on the allocated district nurse, who was
currently being streamed. To his delight, a patient under- scheduled to review it later that morning.
going a spinal reconnection had consented for educational
“If all goes according to plan, Mr Powell, you’ll be
streaming and the operation had started 40 minutes ago.
home
by lunchtime” the consultant commented, cheerily,
Derek promptly re-winded to the start of the operation
and
the
team left the bay.
then skimmed through, stopping briefly to watch the sural
“The next patient has dementia”, the consultant comnerve harvest, until he was watching in real-time. He had
mented,
turning to Derek, “what strategies do you know
read about this operation recently; he knew that the surabout
in
the
community to help him?”
geon would now inject cultured olfactory bulb cells into the
spinal cord above and below the lesion that had just been
“As a recently-certified ‘Dementia-Friendly Commubridged by the sural nerve. As the surgeon prepared to do nity’, the Cambridge area has successfully implemented
so, Derek submitted a question about the depth and angle a number of schemes, from public transport services that
of injection. He was pleased to see it received a few early help people get on and off at the right stops to dementiaupvotes from fellow viewers. It consequently appeared on friendly supermarkets with regular maps and sign-posting
the surgeon’s headset, who promptly answered it out-loud as well as trained staff,” Derek replied.
ectioneditor as he prepared the injection.
Amir’s bleep went off. It was an automated message
As he was watching the injections, he felt a tap on the
from EPIC, so he pressed a button on his earpiece: “This
shoulder and removed the headset to find the room was
can Based
be argued
that the co
is the EPIC Early-Warning It
System.
on the latest
now full of doctors and handover was about to begin. He
pattern of blood results for Mrs
on Dover Ward,
rel Esquire
and Charles
Lindbergh
listened attentively as the new admissions were recounted
Culture of
Organs”
in probability
1938, which
described
the sepsis
equipment
there
is a 56%
of her
developing
within
Contents
by the on-call doctor and then the ward-round got under
described
equipment an
the next
24 hours.
to her as soonthe
as
and methods
which
madePlease
the inattend
vitro
maintenance
ofpossible.”
organs
way.
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At lunch, Derek planned his
afternoon.
He checked
the
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increasing
t
From
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day,
aortic valve implantation (ViV-TAVI) the previous day.
His its‘Patients
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list on his
phone and
sawscientists
that a lady
Principles oforiginal
Application/Methods
of prior
Bioprinting
2 leak, war- was coming in for removal ofin
the
1980s
tothepresent
day,
TAVI from 14 years
had begun to
a malignant
melanoma.
He’d
and medical researchers alike have been
investigating
exaortic prospects
read about
these in textbooksprinting
but sinceoffers
the Early
Detection
Discussion ranting the insertion of a second, slightly smaller
3
citing
three-dimensional
to
the
field
investigating
the exciting p
valve within the first. The consultant placed his electronic
Program
in supermarkets
it was rare
of Medicine.
Overwas
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course of three
decades, advances
in
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. . aortic
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. . patient’s
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stage. of
Many
supermarkets Over the
Medicine.
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technology
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in
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Challenges and
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. . . .to. analyse
. . . . . the
. . reading
. . . . . on
. . the
. 3 computer. were now offering bonus club card points for people who
logyouthave
ledinto
to one
several fam
thethemselves
term ‘bioprinting’.
In stepping
contemporary
It displayed the S1 and S2 heart sound waveforms, asprocess
well spawning
regularly got
checked
by
Conclusion
4
medicine, bioprinting is beginning to play a role in regener-
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1. Background

Background

‘bioprinting’. In contempo

ative medicine and clinical research by providing scientists
role in regenerative
with the ability to build tissue-engineering
scaffolds, pros- medicin
thetic limbs and even functioning kidneys.
of the earliest
th theOne
ability
to build tissue

chest and stepped back to analyse the reading on the computer. It displayed the S1 and S2 heart
sound waveforms, as well as a faint diastolic murmur, and computed the estimated functional
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improvement.
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After to
theensure
operation
teaching,
Derek
of the booths
the check-out
machines.
As Mrby
Powell
was medically
fit for discharge, they just needed
thatand
his Shared
Care
Planspent an hour
in
a
booth
in
the
library
taking
histories
from
chat
had been approved by all parties. They checked on the computer – the GP had seen and approveddifferent
it
He had a gap between the operation and a history-taking bot personalities with various complaints and receiving
that morning but they were just waiting on the allocated district nurse, who was scheduled to
chat bot session, so opened another app to arrange a teach- tailored feedback. He then headed home, opened up ‘Dr’s
review it later that morning.
ing session. He saw that an F1 on HPB was expecting a Assistant’ on his computer and recounted what he had
quiet afternoon, so requested a teaching session on liver seen that day. The software used this recollection, plus
all–goes
according
plan,
Mr Powell,
you’ll
be home
lunchtime”
consultant
commented,
function“If
tests
his request
wastolater
accepted
and two
other
databyfrom
his pastthe
records
of study,
projections for future
cheerily,
and
the
team
left
the
bay.
medical students signed up to also join.
assessments and a spaced repetition-based algorithm to
present him with relevant learning material and questions
“The next patient has dementia”, the consultant commented,
turning
to Derek, “what strategies do
to conclude
his day.
you know about in the community to help him?”

